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abstract: Since the environment is widely affected, considerably by industrial production
and- partly- by private consumption, it implies that the confilurition of environmental
problems.depends largely on economic structure and economic giowth rate. This conjecture
may justify !o qse the economic growth theory as the start-ing point to deal with the
sustainable development in a significant way. In this paper, we- fint show the formal
mathematical structure ofthe regional economicgrowth modil and, then refer to interrelation
between the economic growth model and the conventional urban transportation planning
models.

l.INTRODUCTION

|irqq_q" publicatio-n of ttre report by the World Commission on Environment Development
n 19_87, sustainability became a common sense as a political dimension for the lloUat
development, and has been considered almost the same important measure for economic
growth as the gross national product (GNP). However, while the notion of " sustainability
is widely accepted, its precise content has remained elusive (Goldin, I and Winters, A.,
1995). Sustainable development is often defined as " path of progresses which meet the
needs and aspirations of the present generation without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs." (Khalid, 1989). Tfis and similar definitions of
sustainable development which have been widely used are too complex to make tractable
practical economic analyses at the present stage. Therefore, we adopt the more narrow
definition here, following Golden and Winters (1995), in which sustainable dcvelopment
is referred to an economy in which future growth is not compromised by that of the
present.

The characteristics and level of economic development strongly influence on the quality
of environment. Since the environment is widely affected, considerably by industrial
production and partly by private consumption, it implies that the configuration of
environmental problems depends largely on economic structure and economic growth
rate. For example, Grossman (1995) has provided interesting evidence on the correlation
between per capin GDP and pollution. The main finding is that pollution follows an
inverted U-shaped relationship with output; environmcntal quality deteriorates in the
early stages in economic growth until a turning point is reached beyond which higher
levels of per capita output are associated with improved measures of pollution. This
might arise at least three main reasons: the structural Eansformation of economic activities
from pollution intensive production to high+ech production with less intensive use of raw
materials and natural resources; increasing demand for a clcancr and healthier environment
6 per capita incomes rise; the replacement of old capital equipment by new , and the
replacement of older technologies by newer ones. These conjectures may justify to use
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the economic gowth theory as the starting point to deal with the sustainable development

in a significant way.

The rcgional multi-sector model described in the paper is a natural extension of the static
input-o-utput Lrontief model to a dynamic case. As in the static case, the interaction
urirong uilous industries in an ecoiromy is explicitly taken into account. A specific
econolmic $olvth may be interpreted by thc slm of demand as a current inpYt., investment
demand aia nnl d6mand foi certafui goods, however, which is cffccted by pollution
restrictions and the scarcity of imported raw materials. In that case, the dynamic input-output
model along with the asslmption of full employment of capital is not consistent with the
basic claim-for non-negative industrial output and capital stock vector. In order to avoid
this inconsistency, we adopt Solow's linear dynamic optimization model (19J9),.an!
rEmove the assuinptions of-equilibrium and of full employment of output-and capital.

This implies that tiie demand 
-condition 

is not determined in a decentralized way as the

sum of iach individual's desires but is rather determined by the central planning authority

in such a fashion as to optimize a crrtain target. As for the objective function which

should be optrnized, there'are several candidatCs puc-h- as utility , .net social welfare and

net national'product so on , however, we adopt in this paper a simple fuUction of total
product to avoid nonliearity of the system.

A restrictive economic growth rate at each time period obtained from the sustainable
economic growth modellxactly influences on ravel demands of regions becay.se travel
demands oT regions are determined as a function of economic activities. [n addition, the

environmental-conditions rcsulting from car traffic is dependent on to a large extent
geographical configuration of economic activities-and transportation infrastructure so that

fre Imission of poflutants are strongily affected by land_-_use palterns, trans?ortation networ\
systems, traffic conditions of the tirie of day-so on (. Hayashi et. a1.., 1994.;.Miyamoto and

Asard, i995; Black, 1994).ln order to gasp the local environmental'condition.an{ nlan.qr
evaluate effictive nanspoitation schemJs, we need transportation models coordinated with
the economic growth m:odel ( Oka and Miyagi, 1995).

In this paper, we first show the formal mathematical structure of'the regional economic
growth mira"t and, then refer to interrelation between the economic growth model and the

6onventional urban transportation planning models.

2. ECONOMIC GROWTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS

Environmental factors conceming with sustainability may beenormous and complex from
its inhercnt nature, however, this paper essentially pays attention to more restricted factors.

Those are pollutant emission and riw materials; thapollution exerte9 by the. emiss.ion of
poi.orou. ind waste materials and energy release has the increasing effects on the ecological

!yst".. including mankind; secondly, ihe ever-increasing exploitation of industrial raw
#aterials ,which"advances in a woridwide scale with a 

-global 
industrialization, brings

about the scarcity of such resources.

The characteristics and level of economic development strongly influcnce on tle quality
of environment. Since the environment is widily affccted, considerably by industrial
production and partly by private consumption, it implies that the configuration of
Lnvironmentat proUteins de^pends largely on economic- structure and economic Srowth
.t". Tt " r"m"ikubl" rcgioiral differEnd:s in the emission of subsiances -affecting the

environment correspond io the high local diffcrences in the conccntration of industrial and

consumptive activities. The regioial clpagity. of pollutant absorption pay also be different
accordiig to geographical and meteorological conditions.

Despite of the local differences in the emission of substances and the hardly clarified
inteidependence between the cause and the result of pollutants, we assume that maximum
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xij0) = aij(r) "i'(r) = ai;(o) .l'i;(r) xf (t)

ri:(') = bij(,) "i(') - bij(o) ri.ii(r) xi(r)

wi(t) . *i(r) *;(t) = wf (o) *l'i;(r; *11r;

ff,$(r) = 0;"i0)

R;j(r) ='"et(r) *j(r) ='ij(o),)'!i(r) xi(r)

xf; (t) : current inputs in sectorj ofregion sdelivered by sectori in period t,
Wi (t) : hbor input of sector j in region s in period t,
Xi; (t) : capital stock of type i investment goods, in sector j in region s in period t,
xi (t) : output of sector j in region s in period t,

ai; (o) :current inputcoefficient,

Uii (o) : current capital cocfficient,

w; (o) : current labor coefficient,

447

permissible pollution rates are established in each regionand that the casual interdepcndence
has been clarified in dcfinitive pollutants and for energy releases.

ff sucft region-specific maximum rates of emission are available and have a legal bearing,
then there will be nro important consequences to the production structure, wfiich in tufi
affect.the rgBiond economic development: firstly, increased costs are required to avoid the
emission of pollutants, in particularby installini the appropriate protective facilities such
as filtration or purification plants, and secondi-y, restriitions have to be levied on those
production 

-processes 
where the emission of poilutants exceeds the standards despite the

existence of protective facilities.

In order to gasP the effects of restrictions of pollutant emission and water- and energy
rele3s.es 9n tle regional economlc d-evelolment, we need the aid of a regional multi-secttr
model. 

- 
Furthermore, technolo-gically advanced economies may be lar[ely dependent on

the availability or supplies of limited raw material resourcei. Thus,-thi m.ia"l should
take into account the consequences resulting from the scarcity of certain raw materials
which may bring about drastic price increases-.

3. PRODUCTION MODEL

Lrt.x(t) il * -olxn-vector whose element is x',(t), the output of sector j in region s in
period.t in y_!ic-h q.anq n-represent the nu*i6er of relion and secior in -question,

respectively. We.let T Pe-the findl period considered. Irt Alt)=[a-(t) ] be an n x i matrix
of input-output. in^period t, where-q(t).denotes the amount bi the'i+tr good necessary to
produce one unit of the j+h good in fieriod t. Let B(t)=[b-(t)]be an nxn-matrix, wherl b.
(t) denotes the quantity of the i-th good invested Uy ihti jltli 

-sector 
in order to increase th8

output of that sector by one unit. The realized techical progress for primary inputs are
reflected in the'techical progress parameters l" with a suffix denoting a related primary
input. Then the total production system in our model is described as follows:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)
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ln(0): cocfficient of raw material inputs,

f i (t) : input of pmductively effectivrIf input of pmductively effective regional infrastructure in sector j of region s in

period t,

sector-specific coefficient of infrastructural inputs,

rate of technological change in input in pcriod t,

rate of technological chages in labor in period t,

: ratc of technological changc in capital in period t'

6;
.).ii 0)

*)'.f; (t)

ui. it (r)

The dimension of each suffix attached to each variable is as follows:

s=1,'.',ffi ; i,j=1,.'',It
t =1,"',T i g=1,"',h

In eqs. (2) to (5), quantities ?ppeared in the l.h.s. represent supplies and at least meet the

aemindi liveri Uy equations in the r.h.s.

The constancy of the technological progress Parameters )t'o(t) implies that there is no

technological progress. When we rewrite it as a function of capital stocks, itii (rt:(t))'
these oarameters can represent the scale economy and the lgglomaration economy 3s 

wgll

il;ffiffi-"fi"fi;J6;iord fot t. Howeier, including these economies makes the

model nonlinear and comil;6, algorithm complex. Therefore we adopt more

convienient form of functions so that )fn@=[1+].'n.l' m [1-]'"n.]'are used for rates of

technological changes of primary inpuli' of wtiiCtr sigrrs alid parameter values are

approxiriated bY using Past data.

It is in order to describe the conditionsoo (fii) , (*i) , (fi) , (nfu)'.ff"reafter' we

describe exogenous variables given from outiidi of ttre system 5y letteis with upper bar'

capital stock supplied is determined depending on the net invesment for each period, (

tii 0)),

(6)

As in the usual Harrod-Domar model, Iu(t) is derived from the acceleration equation in the

sense that

Ii;(r) = Fi; [";(r) - x;(r-r)] + iii (7)

where pij stands for the accelerator coefficient and iit basic investment demand or

repiac"ml"t of worn-out capital goods (depreciation)'

It is assumed that the sector-specific labor supply in 
-each 

reglol cahnges depending on

intra-regional and/or intra-sectral changing rate, ff (t), ana inter-regional and inter-

sectoral migration, Wii 0) , r well.

T
Kii(,) = ) ri;(r) + rii(o)

t=1
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tmn
wi(r) -wi(o)pi(t) + )))wfio'

s=l Fl i=l

lmn
- >))*iio (8)

e-l el i=1
rs irj

where we assume that net values of inter-regional and inter-sectorial migration, Wii 0),
ary_ex{o$e4eogqlly given as outputs of an appropriate migration model which ii not
reffered to in this paper. The region-specific iirirasitucture Jxpands from one period to
another, depending upon the public investment in regions, Gi (r) .

Ifi(r) = E;s(o) + ) n.Cr) ri0)cf (o)

e=l j=l

= rfi (r)

The consumption of raw materials of type g on the nation level is contontcd with a
limited raw-material potential and will diminish or increase from one cconomic pcriod to
another at a rate pf Ee (t).

Rg(r) = Rs(o) Es(t)

= Re(t) (10)

Combined with the inp-ut functions (1) to (5), equations (6) to (9) result in the following
inequality systems which deternine the sectoral production capliitias per period and pei
rcglon:

i ) Capital constraints:

(u i; ft) - o ii ).; t,t
( 11)

< Kij(o) - Pi;x;(o) +t Ifi = rit(t)

for all i,j, s, t

ii ) Iabor constraints:

wi(r) xi(r) = w;'(r) * wi(r) = Wi(r) (Lz)

for allj , S, t

iii ) Raw-material constraints:

I

=wi(t)+>wi(')
E=l

(e)
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Hi(t)

(13)

for all s,j, t

( 14)

forall s,t

( 16)

(17)

llm

P }, 
rs;(t) xf (t) sng(r)

iv ) Infrastructurc constraints:

n

) oi 
"i1t; 

s Es(t)
L4
J=r

v ) Causual indeterminancy constraints:

xi(t) - x;'(t-1) = o (1s)
xf(t) =o

for all s,j, t

wherc all tenns which are multiplied Uy x;s(0 in the t.h.s. are constant.

4. DEMAND AI\D TRADE MODEI,S

Demands for goods and services consists of input demands for intermediate goods of

sector j to sector ', 
" ij 

(t) , household demand for consumption goods, cf (t), demands

for investments , Ifi (t), government expenditure, Cf (t) and demands generated from

the balance of export and import, H i (t) . Then the total demand for the i+h good (or

sector) in period t is

d i(t) =

+

nD
)*ii0) *)tij=l j=1

cf (t) + ci(t) +

; (t)

where AK'o (t)= K'u (t) -K', (t-1). The household demand for consumption goods of type i
depends ufon aispbsable lncomes, Y', taking account'of the autonomous compon"r]! ol
coirsumptibn ( or i basic consumption) z',, iidependent of income and can be described

by the cbnsuniption function as is usually tised in macro economic models:

where cf is the marginal propensity to consume and g'(t) the rate of change which takes

into coisideration the population development retraceable to natural changes and

migration.

The disposable incomeYs(t) results from the regional gross^vplue of .production.,
subtracting the portion of reai costs for current ilpgts, the costs of raw materials, the -costs
for emissi6n privention, and taking account of ihe average rates of direct and indirect
ta(es:

cf (1) = c;Ys(t) + es(t)zf (o)
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(18)

( 1e)

(20)

(21)

(72)
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=D)s+rs+,} [, i ",I,t- i .;,t,t-*y

D" denotes the equal lump sum transfer if it is positive and the equal lum sum tax if it is
negatrve' lslspresents the unequal lump sum transfer if it is positive and the unequal lumn
sqp .tax if--it is-negative. es', is anti-emission facility costs bf sector j in region's, whicir
will be reffered in the next tection. Govemment eipenditure increaies witi proiuction-
specific, autonomously given rate :

{oreigl trade reflects the net values of regional sector-specific export and import
demands. The net figure of the trade-balance 6f sector i in relion . is d"ra-oi;"p;Ht";
on the basis of past rates:

Hi(t)=E*?(,)-rM:(')

= (r=vi)'ni(o)

Weadopt.the 
-Chenery-- 

Moses type of Eade model . I-et tls be fiade coefficient. Then the
total supply of sector i in region s from all other r'egions is given as:

c i(t) = (t + uf )' ci(o)

xi

The total supply must exceed the total demand:

m

= ) tl**1(t)
e1

x;s > al(t)

5. ENVIRONMENTAL MODEL

During the .production process, a variety of undesirable environmental pollutants is
generated aside from the desired output X,ri|, and / or energy in the form of waste heat or
noise is emitted. These emissions B[; 0) ,o assumed to be generated in proportion with
the factual production volume. Thus we have the following ernission funciioni:

rfi(,) = ef;xf(t) (23)

wheresf , denots the emission pollutant generated per unit output in sector i , being
reffered to emission coefficient. Some examples of emission coefficients are given in
Clarke and,Winters_(1995).. F4.(23) has three main implications in it when we qu&e from
Grossman (1995). Fit:!, 4 glse--9Qual, an increase in butput means an equiproportionati
increase in pollution. But this. cffect m_ay be offset by trvir others. Emissiois riray fall if
the.shares.in.total output of relatively cleanereconomic activities rise over time. Fiirally, if
tec.hnological Prggress, market-induced substitution, or government regulation cause llis-
polluting technologies to replace -dirtier ones, then the-rate of emis#ons may fall over
time. The first statement is itraightforward frorn eq. (23), however, to make'the second
and third points clear we need to explain about'adOilionat conitraints: environment
capacity constraints. Before proceeding-it, we first address emissions of environmerlt6l
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pollutants which may occur in Private and public consUmption , in particutj{ .in the

iransport sector . Demand for fuei and gasoline may represent the main cause of this type

oi pirttution so that it appears reasonable to asdumi that-pollutant emissions of the

coniumption sector ehang^e'in proportion to a toial mileage of automobile, E'"(t), which is

exogenCouly given for each period.

Wc assume that the environmental standards Ei- ,r" given which represent the legal
bound for the maximum permissiblc emission ratcs for each region. The environmental
standarAs may result in tire necessity of clt down on pollutant-generating production. in
certain regioris, or to limit the growth-of such produCtion. However, if the protecting

fuiifiti"s ii su"t production plan'ls would not pr&ide an adequate reduction of emissions

with resonable 6ms, the environmental constraints must be applicable to the non-

reduciblc types of emission, f = f' :

:r.bfr >

Eii 0) = qi; xi (t)

i .r, , -it'l
i=1

+ E [(t) (24)

(?5)

(26)

As for other types of emissions, f * f' , it is assumed that those are adequately

contralable with alfordable costs. Anti-emission facilities within production sectors

ir""ir"a, *nich will be installed to avoid pollution rates exceeding the region-specific

maximum permissible values, result in inireasing rcsource requirements necessary to

;;11ll; siich facilities. l-ei IE'.(t) be the demand of sector j in region. s for such

f"citlties from sector i and assume iliat such demand is approximately pioportional to the

ou$ut of sector j in region s:

where ei; represents the environmental incident coefficient denoting uet investment

demand oi anti-emission facilities from sector i for pollutant emission generated per unit
pioOu"tio, oi sector j. This invesment demand forms capital lPck foreach.period together

with other invesment demand represented by "q. 
(7). , Th9 basic idea for such a

enuironmental related investment demand was- proirosed by Rembold (1975)' -I1" 4to
takes account of the costs for anti-emission faciliiies-in his economic growt'h model: The

real oroduction costs in sector i in region s, EC',(t), will increase by the costs extended for

"rii-'".iiii* iacilitie and oicupiel a certain'rate of output. This assumption can be

described as:

ECi(t) 
= ".!xi(t) t

ln order to reduce these additional production costs and to avoid the reduction of GDP, the

;h*" i, COp of relative cleaner ec6nomic activities must rise and technological innovation

must be progressive over time.

6. SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC GROWTH MODEL

If the relative configuration of the initial outputs ( or the initial stock of Epods) does not

coincide with that oi any possible balanced glrowth path of the economy, then the growth

oath mav ultimately r""th a situation at whith the output ( and the stock) of at least one

;;ft'6"i;; n"glti"". If this happens, then we say ihat we have causal indeterminacy
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(Takayama, 1985). ln othcr words, such a economy is not sustainable. In order to make
thc economy sustainable or to guafimtee thc cxistence of donnegative output and stock
vector for all time periods, we nced to introduce inequalities in the system as is already
demonstrated in the previous sections. lrt us pay attention to eqs. (1) and (2) for a while .

Inequalities on capital stocks (2) imply that we allow the possibility that there exists
exoess capacity and that we can no longer define a unique output path x(t). Thc relations
(1) and (2) definc only a feasible path of an output vector and a stock vector, x(Q and KO.
How to choose the ouput path and the stock path in the economy actually depends on the
demand conditions. Solow (1959) proposed to consider this demand condition as a
solution of an optimization model.

As a target, we choose a weighted sum of thc tcrminal outputs:

(28)

where crsj is equal to 1 for t=T and 0 for othenrise.

Since the values of o are givc4 our problem is a simple linear progr.amming problem
zubject to eqs. (11) to (15) and eqs. (18) nd Q7). The constraints arc written out as
follows:

tO
?r o,

?ro,
?r O,

?. ot

a, ol
t. o,

0

0

t0

.r53

mu< z= iiaix;.(r)j=l sl

r(t,
I
I

I

I

I

I

.i,r

rO,

I

I

I

I

I

I

q(!
QO'

;tr
t0
;o
io
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0

cit,
io,
li ot

t(,
io,

o
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Since the constraints can be simply written as A x g 5 where A is block+riangular
matrix, computational procedures for extensive structures tike modified Simplex methods
arc applicable. The linear programming problem is composed of ( n x m x T )
unknown variables, {xi($}, and (2xnxmxT-nxm) constraints for I,
( n x mx T ) constrains for J, 1n2x mx T) constraints for B,(h x T)constraints
for r. ( n x m )constraints for A, (k x m x T) constraints for c. The total number of
constraints is thus [rn { f( n2 + 4n + k )- n} +n f ]. fo orderto obtain the price system
corrcsponding to the above problem, we have to solve the dual of this linear programming
probfenl. Thus we can investigate on how the pricc system can be influenced Uy tightning
u relaxing legal bounds for the maximum permissible emission rates for each rCgion.

7. ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS OF TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

Environmental analysis of transportation system is not a new topic and has been part of
the project development process in transportation since the 1960\s, when legislation such
c the 1962 Federal Aid Highway Act in U.S. became common. So we do not intend to
refer this problem deeply here, but only discuss the analytical part of it in conjecture with
the economic growth model developed in the previous sections. Environmental analysis
in fansportation system can be cuitegorjzed into two types: a microscale analysis and a
mesoscale analysis.

Mesoscale analysis usually is a very general planning procedure, and it provides the local
planning authority with data the total amount of emissions being emitted so that planners
canobtain useful information on the emissionlevels in the areacomparziblewith altCtnatives
and the effectiveness of transportation policies. [n mesoscale analysis, the total pollutant
on a regional basis is estimated using emission factors which are based on rates of attivities.
When emission factors corresponding the industry classification standards are available,
the economic growth model can directly provide the estimated pollutint of each area and
the aerial concentration at each period useful for planning purpoies:

The remarkable characteristic of the emission of substances can be seen in the high.local
differences in pollutant-concentration rate with geographical and meteorological conditions.
In addition, an important aspect of environmenial impacts is their typically dynamic
lature. Although a mesoscale analysis is useful forplanners, emission invCntories obtained
from *re direct outputs of the economic growth model are not directly comparable to the
environmental standards because the data are in the form of total amotint of each regulated
pollutant. Therefore, we need more sophisticated procedures to examine the local
environmental conditions, especially those caused by transportation system. Even if the
output levels of the economy is contained to keep the maximum allowable limits of
pollutant on a regional base, it can happen to violate the environmental standards at a local
level. ln order to proceed to a microscale analysis, the economic growth model should be
linked with the conventional travel demand models and environmental impact models
such as a dispersion model. During microscale analysis worst case scenaribs are often
used for analysis because if the environmental standards are not.violated in this case, then
there is no worry of the standards being violated in the typical or real-world case.

Our scheme of a microscale of analysis may be executed as follows: the computational
outputs- at each period from the economic growth model are used as the input data for
prediction of trip generation and trip attraciion of each traffic zone where-appropriate
break-down procedures should be used to convert regional data to more smalle] si2e of
zonal data, which is followed by the usual sequential travel demand forecasting procedure.
Thc local environmental conditibns can be examined through the final stcp of th"eiequential
method, in which dynamic assignment procedure, in associated with some environmental
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l}pact models, should be applied to evaluate local environmental conditions in areas
along. tran-sPortation networf iacilities. The dynamic 

"*isrm;;i;-""durc apolicablc io
real..si1e. of transportation networks was devel'opeo uy MiTagi *ra'rra"r.irr,"ii$J6ft;
lPpl]"{|o !".itu city to assess the effects of flexible workiig-lour policy on thi rcduttion
gt roqq$.ffic congcstion , emission pollutant and energy cdnsumpiion ( uiyagi, asai ana
Oka, 1995).

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The propose{ -qa."t in. this ppel is largely dgpendent on the traditional dynamic linear
growth model and is not nove-l in this resleit. Iimust be inevitable to take irito account oi
scale economies to figure out the acutuai economic {fn"rnics *i"tfr"r we try to constructan 

. 
economic growth model or an environmcntai model because perhips til ;;;

fundamental reason for the existence of cities stems from iconoinies ^of 
scarc 

-in
production-and consumption.--However, to bring sca" economi"Jinto 

""onorri"-g1'o*ihmodels make the models nonline.ar and complexf m particular il;;;. J-"iii.p&riui"
at the present stage to solve a large scale of nonlihear dynamic *"4"i *iit l"'"qillt
constraints .

Ma3Y. reeression mo.dels with economic activities as explanation variables for estimating
emission. pollutants have been developed so far, howiver , it should ue;"t"J-6;I';
statistical-emPirical oriented model is certainly- convenieni to gu.p a total urno*i-oi
emission pollltants of a region at macro level, blt, those are in"ufi"frc to ;;n*t;dfu;;
in economical systems and to evaluate various-economic or enviroirmenta p"ii"i"* w-fiii"
economic-growth Todels have some drawbacks as mentioned above, it rul, U" u otionA
gPnroqgh for _examining the interaction of economic policies, growth ind the 

"ruiron-i"t,in particular for the queition: is growth sustainable ? 
^
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